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Although most previous studies on chloroplast (cp) DNA variation in plants have concentrated on systematics and evolution above the species level, intraspecific variation in cpDNA is common and has provided useful insights into population-level evolutionary processes. Polymerase chain reaction methods were used to examine restriction site and sequence variation in the chloroplast rpl16 gene within and among populations of duckweed species (\textit{Spirodea} and \textit{Lemma}) from the southern and eastern United States. To our knowledge, the rpl16 region has not previously been used to investigate cpDNA variation in nature. While considerable restriction site and sequence variation were detected among species, no variation was found within populations of either of the two species (\textit{S. punctata} and \textit{L. minor}) selected for sequence analysis, and \textit{S. punctata} showed no interpopulation variation. Two cpDNA haplotypes were identified in \textit{L. minor}, with one haplotype restricted to three sites in Louisiana and the other found in all other populations sampled. This paucity of variation cannot be readily explained as the result of a low mutation rate. In general, group II introns appear to be subject to very little functional constraint, and extensive sequence differences have been found between species in the chloroplast \textit{rpl16} intron in particular. However, factors such as historical range expansions and contractions, founding effects, fluctuations in local population size, and natural selection may play a role in reducing cpDNA sequence variability in these species.
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Chloroplast (cp) DNA is now used routinely as a tool to investigate evolutionary processes in plants, but due to its relatively low average rate of evolution most previous studies have used cpDNA sequence variation to examine plant systematics and evolution above the species level (Palmer, 1987; Palmer et al., 1988; Soltis, Soltis, and Doyle, 1992 and references therein). However, intraspecific cpDNA variation has been observed in many species (see Harris and Ingram, 1991, and Soltis, Soltis, and Milligan, 1992 for reviews), and has provided useful insights into evolutionary processes within and among populations (e.g., Wagner et al., 1987; Soltis et al., 1989; Rieseberg, Carter, and Zona, 1990; Lavin, Mathews, and Hughes, 1991; Milligan, 1991; Soltis et al., 1991; Kim, Jansen, and Turner, 1992; Hong, Hipkins, and Strauss, 1993; Hooglander, Lumaret, and Bos, 1993; Dong and Wagner, 1994).

A majority of previous studies have used levels of restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) to estimate indirectly levels of cpDNA sequence variation (Soltis, Soltis, and Doyle, 1992), but biases and uncertainties are inherent in these methods (Dowling, Moritz, and Palmer, 1990). The development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Mullis et al., 1986) and associated DNA sequencing techniques (Wrischnik et al., 1987; Gyllensten and Erlich, 1988) has made the amplification and the direct examination of DNA sequences relatively straightforward. Although PCR and direct DNA sequencing methods are commonly used to investigate mitochondrial DNA variation within and among animal populations (Kelley Thomas et al., 1990; Carr and Marshall, 1991; Di Rienzo and Wilson, 1991; Wilkinson and Chapman, 1991; Fajen and Breden, 1992; Volger and DeSalle, 1993; Sang et al., 1994; Thorpe et al., 1994), and have been applied extensively to higher level systematics in plants (Baldwin, 1992; Liston, 1992; Chase et al., 1993; Johnson and Soltis, 1994), they have been used relatively infrequently to examine intraspecific cpDNA variation.

A major advantage of the use of PCR to examine sequence variation is the ability to select specific areas of a genome for analysis. As regions of the chloroplast genome differ in their rate of evolution (Wolfe, Li, and Sharp, 1987; Shimada and Sugiyura, 1991; Kim, Turner, and Jansen, 1992; Oghiera, Terachi, and Sasakuma, 1992; Morton and Clegg, 1993), areas showing a level of sequence variation appropriate for the taxonomic level of the evolutionary question addressed may be selected. Areas with a relatively high rate of evolution are more likely to be useful for population-level studies.

Here we report RFLP and DNA sequence variation in the chloroplast rpl16 gene for species of duckweeds (Lemnaceae). The rpl16 gene, which codes for a chloroplast ribosomal protein, lies in the large single-copy region of the chloroplast genome and consists of two exons separated by a relatively long intron. The length of the intron is reported by Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986) to be \( \approx 1 \text{ 400 base pairs (bp)} \) in \textit{Spirodea oligo-
rhiza Hegelmaier (synonymous with *S. punctata* (G.F.W. Meyer) Thompson [Landolt, 1986, p. 440]). This gene appears to be active in protein synthesis (Ellis, 1969; Blair and Ellis, 1973), and, at least in *E. coli*, plays a role in peptidyltransferase activity (Moore et al., 1975; Brosius and Chen, 1976; Gottschalk, 1979 [pp. 69–77]; Neidhardt, 1987 [pp. 627–634]). The *rpl16* intron was chosen for this analysis as a region that could potentially display detectable levels of intraspecific variation while simultaneously being part of a gene that should be functionally stable. Indeed, the *rpl16* intron has been shown to have an exceptionally high rate of sequence change when *Spirodea* is compared with tobacco (Wolfe, Li, and Sharp, 1987).

The duckweeds, which are free-floating aquatic angiosperms, have long been popular models for ecological, physiological, and biochemical studies (Hillman, 1961; Landolt, 1986; Landolt and Kandeler, 1987). The Lemnaceae are in many ways a model system for examination of large- and small-scale geographic patterns of cpDNA variation. Four genera are generally recognized (*Spirodea*, *Lemna*, *Wolffia*, and *Wolffiella*) and collectively they have an almost cosmopolitan distribution (Landolt, 1986). While flowering has been observed in all duckweed species except *Lemna ecuadoriensis* Landolt and *Wolffiella elongata* Landolt (Landolt, 1986), it is generally infrequent in nature. Clonal reproduction in this group is vegetative: daughter fronds are produced from meristematic tissue in lateral pouches of the mother frond. By doubling in as little as 1 or 2 d, population growth can be rapid, and densities of up to 200 000 (*Spirodea*), 200 000 (*Wolffiella*) plants per square metre have been reported (Hicks, 1937). While census population sizes can reach many millions of individuals, seasonal declines in population size are common (Sculthorpe, 1967). Although some duckweed species produce resistant forms (e.g., sinking resting fronds in *L. trisulca* Linné, or turions in *S. polyrhiza* Schlenk or *L. turionifera* Landolt), the majority have limited resistance to extremes of temperature and pH (Landolt, 1986). Competition between species (Clathworthy and Harper, 1962; Rejmánková, 1975; Keddy, 1976; McLlraith, Robinson, and Shay, 1989; Gopal and Goel, 1993), allelopathy (Gopal and Goel, 1993), changes in nutrient concentrations (Landolt and Kandeler, 1987), and the ephemeral nature of some aquatic habitats may also cause declines in population size.

The aim of this study was to assess the level and distribution of cpDNA diversity in species of duckweed that commonly occur in the southern and eastern United States. Four species were examined for RFLP variation (*Lemna minor* Linné, *L. valdiviana* Phillipi, *Spirodea punctata*, and *S. polyrhiza*). Two of these (*L. minor* and *S. punctata*) were chosen for more detailed examination of intraspecific differences in DNA sequence. The latter two species, although easily distinguishable, are similar in size and gross morphology; optimal growth conditions differ between the two, but both species display relatively low levels of flowering and neither produces turions (Landolt, 1986).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample collection and species identification**—Duckweed samples were collected from sites across the southern and eastern United States (Table 1, Fig. 1). To avoid sampling from the same population, collection locations were separated by at least 32 km (20 miles) (but usually much greater distances). For samples collected for sequence analysis, no sites were on the same river system. At each site efforts were made to ensure that individual plants were taken from a number of locations throughout the body of water. The species composition of each sample was ascertained using the criteria of Landolt (1986). To examine nerve patterns and air spaces, fronds were boiled in 70% alcohol (2–3 min) and then immersed in a dilute hypochlorite solution (1:5 dilution of household bleach; 2–3 min) (Landolt, 1992). Cleared fronds were then stained with acid aceto-orcein and viewed under magnification using transmitted light. Although taxonomic characters in duckweed can be subtle, differences among species studied in this research were sufficiently robust to provide unambiguous identification. Voucher specimens were deposited in the USL herbarium (LAF).

**DNA extraction**—DNA was extracted from individual duckweed using a modification of the protocol of Rogers and Bendich (1989). Single plants (one frond and any attached daughter fronds) were transferred to a microfuge tube, dipped into liquid nitrogen, and ground using a disposable plastic pestle. Twenty-five microliters of 1% CTAB (1% mass/volume cetyltrimethylammonium bromide [CTAB]; 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8.0; 10 mmol/L EDTA; 0.7 mol/L NaCl) at 65°C were added, and the suspension was incubated at 65°C for at least 5 min. The suspension was then extracted twice using an equal volume of chloroform: isooamyl alcohol (24:1 volume/volume), with the aqueous phase transferred to a fresh microfuge tube on each occasion.

An equal volume of CTAB precipitation buffer (1% mass/volume CTAB; 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8.0; 10 mmol/L EDTA) was added and the mixture incubated at or below room temperature for 15 min, before being centrifuged at 12 000 g for 2 min at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 25 µL high salt TE (10 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8.0; 1 mmol/L EDTA; 1 mmol/L NaCl). DNA was precipitated for 30 min at −20°C after the addition of 75 µL 100% cold (−20°C) ethanol. Following centrifugation at 12 000 g for 15 min at 4°C, the supernatant was removed and the pellet washed with 75 µL cold 80% ethanol. The purified DNA was vacuum dried and resuspended in 25 µL 0.1× TE (1 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8.0; 0.1 mmol/L EDTA). At this scale of extraction DNA concentrations were lower than could be quantified using UV spectrophotometric or fluorometric techniques (i.e., <10 ng).

**RFLP studies**—Oligonucleotide primers were designed to amplify a section of the intron within the chloroplast *rpl16* gene of *S. oltorhiza*...
Fig. 1. The locations of sampling sites for plants used in the RFLP and DNA sequence studies. Top: L. minor and L. valdiviana. Bottom: S. punctata and S. polygihiza. Location codes refer to those given in Table 1 and broken lines indicate the approximate distributions of L. minor (top) and S. punctata (bottom) in the eastern United States according to Landolt (1986).

(Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot, 1986 [in that paper the synonym for S. punctata, S. oligorhiza, was used; for purposes of distinguishing the Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot findings, S. oligorhiza will be used to refer to their results]). Pairs of primers (25-mers) were designed using equations for optimizing annealing, extension, and melting temperatures (Breslauer et al., 1986; Rychlik, Spencer, and Rhoads, 1990). The two regions reported here, PCR1 and PCR2 (Fig. 2), are contiguous. The numbers in the primer nomenclature refer to the 5' position of the primer on the rpL16 sequence of Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986) for S. oligorhiza. PCR1 begins just before the short, 5' exon at position 71 and ends at position 459 in the intron. For PCR1 the primers used were F71:5'-GCTATGCTTACTGTGACCTGTTG-3' and R435:5'-CTCAAGGGCTTTACCTTTTGAGT-3'. PCR2 begins at position 435 and ends at position 1686 in the 3' exon. The primers used were F435:5'-CTCAAAAAAGGTAAAGAGCTGAGT-3' and R1661:5'-CGTACCCATATTATTTCCCACGAC-3'. Thus, for S. oligorhiza (as reported in Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot, 1986), the expected amplification products are 388 bp and 1 251 bp long, respectively. However, in our investigations, amplifications produced products that differed in length and sequence from that reported by Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986), although they were clearly homologous.

For the RFLP studies, standard PCR methods were used to amplify PCR1 and PCR2 (Fig. 2) for >70 individual plants from four species (L. minor, L. valdiviana, S. punctata and S. polygihiza), collected from the Lafayette and Avery Island (LA) areas (Fig. 1). Taq polymerase, nucleotides and reaction buffers (Perkin-Elmer and Boehringer-Mannheim) were used according to suppliers’ directions. In general, PCR mixtures in each 25-μL reaction tube were as follows: template DNA—2.5 μL (estimated 100 pg—10 ng); Taq polymerase—0.5 μL (1.5 Units); dNTPs—0.5 μL (200 μmol/L); primers (each)—1.25 μL (1 μmol/L); MgCl$_2$ (50 mmol/L)—0.1 μL (200 μmol); 10× reaction buffer—2.5 μL (1×); sterile distilled H$_2$O—15.1 μL.

Thermal profiles (on both Perkin-Elmer and Coy thermal cycler) generally consisted of 3 min at 95°C, followed by five cycles of 94°C (1 min)/52°C (1 min)/65°C (4 min), with a ramp time of 2 min, 15 s between annealing and extension temperatures. This was followed by 35 cycles of 94°C (1 min)/52°C (2 min)/65°C (4 min), again with a ramp time of 2 min, 15 s between annealing and extension. A final 10-min extension was run at 65°C, after which the reaction temperature was lowered to 15°C indefinitely. Eventually, the denaturing temperature was lowered to 92°C and the volume of Taq polymerase decreased to 0.3 μL with equal effectiveness. The extension step of the PCR was performed at 65°C as theoretical predictions of Tm and empirical evidence (unpublished data) suggested that the PCR product was denatured at 72°C, the optimum temperature for Taq activity.

Whole PCR products and digests of whole PCR products produced with HinII endonuclease (Boehringer-Mannheim) according to supplier’s instructions were resolved in 1X TBE buffer on 2% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and illuminated with ultraviolet light.

**DNA sequencing**—DNA sequencing was carried out for PCR1 (Fig. 2), the shorter of the two segments of the rpL16 gene. The F71 and R434 primers were used to prime dideoxy terminal reactions.

Each PCR reaction used 4.0 μL of purified DNA solution. Amplifications were performed in a final volume of 100 μL containing 67 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 6.7 mmol/L MgSO$_4$, 16.6 mmol/L (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$, 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.20 μM each of dATP, dCTP, dTTP, and dGTP, 2.5 units of Taq polymerase and 1 μmol/L of each primer (Kocher et al., 1989). Reaction mixtures were overlaid with 60 μL of mineral oil to prevent evaporation during thermal cycling. The cycling parameters were 94°C for 1 min, 58°C for 1 min, a 2.5-min ramp to 65°C, and then 65°C for 4 min, (35 cycles) followed by a 10-min step at 65°C.

Eighty microliters of each PCR reaction were removed, ethanol precipitated, vacuum dried, and resuspended in 20 μL TE (10 mmol/L-Tris-HCl pH 8.0; 1 mmol/L EDTA) before being gel purified in a 1% agarose gel, using 1X TBE buffer. The PCR product was retrieved from agarose using Prep-a-gene (BioRad) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and eluted in 10 μL of supplied buffer.

Direct sequencing of the double-stranded PCR product followed the method of Thorpe et al. (1994). This method is modified from that recommended by United States Biochemical for the Sequenase 2.0 polymerase by the use of DMSO as a denaturant (Winship, 1989) and the addition of a chase step (Green et al., 1989). Products of the sequencing reactions were resolved in 1X TBE, 8% polyacrylamide gels (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) containing 7 mol/L urea.

**Data analysis**—Two measures of intraspecific DNA polymorphism were calculated: the number of segregating sites (S) (Watterson, 1975) and the average number of nucleotide differences (k) (Tajima, 1983).

Under a neutral model of molecular evolution both measures are related to the term $4N_{μ}$ for nuclear genes (or $2N_{μ}$ for haploid genomes), where $N$ is the effective population size and $μ$ is the mutation rate per DNA sequence per generation (Tajima, 1993). Watterson (1975) showed that in a sample of DNA sequences subject to mutations at a large number of linked sites, the expected number of segregating (variable) sites among them is proportional to the product of the mutation rate (over the entire sequence) and the effective size of the population.
Fig. 2. Physical map of the *Spirodea oligorhiza* chloroplast genome (after Van Ee et al., 1982), indicating the location of the rpl16 gene (after Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot, 1986), the regions amplified by PCR in this study, and variation observed in *Hinf* I restriction maps among duckweed species.
the test statistic $D$, which measures the deviation between estimates of $4N\mu$ from $S$ and $k$, is compared to the confidence limits of $D = 0$ for $n$ (number of sequences examined) (Tajima, 1989, table 2). When $D$ differs from zero, then one or more of the assumptions of the neutral model have been violated (Tajima, 1993).

The MEGA software of Kumar, Tamura, and Nei (1993) was used to estimate sequence divergence between species based on the Kimura two-parameter model of base substitution (Kimura, 1980).

RESULTS

RFLP studies—No intraspecific variation was detected in RFLP patterns among the nearly 70 plants sampled. However, interspecific variation in the length of both amplification products (PCR1 and PCR2) was detected. The occurrence of particular restriction sites, as well as the length of amplified regions, varied considerably among species (Fig. 2). For all four species, the length of the PCR1 product uniformly agreed with the 388 bp length predicted from the S. oligorhiza sequence. However, the position of HinfI sites differed in two of the four species. The length of the PCR2 product varied considerably among species. The sequence published by Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986) indicates that for S. oligorhiza, PCR2 is 1 451 bp long; by comparison, S. polyrhiza appears to have an $\approx$100–150 bp deletion. In contrast, S. punctata and L. valdiviana seem to have an $\approx$200–250 bp addition in this region. Only L. minor reflects the length predicted from the published sequence. Restriction site maps, based on HinfI sites, are presented for the four species studied (Fig. 2). While information about variation based on a single enzyme’s restriction sites may appear limited, restriction site variation among species was significant enough to justify further analysis of intraspecific variation in DNA sequence.

DNA sequences—Data on up to 320 base pairs of the rpL16 intron (PCR1) were obtained for individuals from nine populations of L. minor (total sample size, $N = 57$) and five populations of S. punctata ($N = 23$). No sequence variation was found within populations of either species, and no differences were observed among populations of S. punctata.

Two haplotypes were found in L. minor, with one restricted to the three populations sampled in Louisiana and the other haplotype found in all other populations sampled (Fig. 3). If insertion/deletion events, inferred from sequence alignments, are treated as single segregating sites regardless of the number of bases involved, the haplotypes found in L. minor differ by at least seven mutation steps over 313 sites compared (Fig. 3). On this basis, the average number of nucleotide differences among sequences in L. minor, $k = 0.011$, and the number of seg-

---

**Fig. 3.** Sequences from section of chloroplast *rpL16* intron obtained from *L. minor*. Sequence (i) is that for the haplotype found in Louisiana populations, and sequence (ii) is that for the haplotype found at all other sites sampled. A dot (.) indicates that sequences are identical at that position and a dash (-) indicates a gap introduced to improve alignment.
regenerating sites, \( S = 7 \). Following Tajima (1989) a value of \( D = -8.137 \) was obtained as a measure of the deviation between estimates of \( 4Nv \) from \( S \) and \( k \); this value of \( D \) lies outside the 99.9% confidence limits for \( D = 0 \).

A more conservative analysis, which excluded the data on insertion/deletion events, produced values of \( k = 0.008 \), \( S = 5 \), and \( D = -2.379 \): under this treatment \( D \) is still highly significantly different from zero (0.001 \( \leq 0.01 \)).

\( rpL16 \) sequences from \( S. punctata \) and \( L. minor \) show a 11.16-11.77% sequence divergence, depending on the \( L. minor \) haplotype used in the comparison (Fig. 4). This estimate is conservative in that insertion/deletion events are ignored.

**DISCUSSION**

Intraspecific cpDNA variation has been observed in the majority of species examined, in many cases even when the low resolution of the techniques used and the sampling design of the study have biased against its detection (Harris and Ingram, 1991; Soltis, Soltis, and Milligan, 1992). However, in the present study cpDNA variation in \( L. minor \) and \( S. punctata \) was found to be either low or absent despite the direct examination of DNA sequences, and the number of individuals and extent of the geographic range sampled. This finding was not anticipated, given the extent of restriction site divergence in the \( rpL16 \) region observed between the species examined. While the low levels of diversity observed may result from a low effective mutation rate at the locus examined, a variety of population genetic processes can also act to reduce genetic variation.

The chloroplastic genome has a lower average mutation rate than either plant or animal nuclear DNA, or animal mitochondrial DNA (Wolfe, Li, and Sharp, 1987), but the rate of sequence change is heterogeneous among regions of the cpDNA molecule (Wolfe, Li, and Sharp, 1987; Shimada and Sugiura, 1991; Ogihara, Terachi, and Sakakuma, 1992; Morton and Clegg, 1993). As evolutionary rates have been shown to vary among functionally distinct areas (e.g., coding vs. noncoding regions [Wolfe, Li, and Sharp, 1987]), this heterogeneity appears to be due, at least in part, to differences in the degree of selective constraint for maintenance of function. A number of lines of evidence suggest that the level of functional constraint may be low, and the effective mutation rate relatively high in the \( rpL16 \) intron.

Group II introns, which include the \( rpL16 \) intron (Posono, Van Vliet, and Groot, 1986), are excised from mRNA transcripts via a series of self-catalyzed reactions (Michel, Umesono, and Ozeki, 1989). Therefore, although generally classed as noncoding DNA, these introns are not without function. A comparison of group II intron sequences, however, reveals extensive variation (Michel,
Umesono, and Ozeki, 1989): the primary sequence appears free to vary, both in composition and length, as long as a limited number of secondary structures and short sequence motifs (e.g., at exon/intron junctions) are conserved (Michel, Umesono, and Ozeki, 1989). Moreover, self-splicing activity in vitro has been shown to be maintained despite experimental deletions of substantial sections of a group II intron (Koch et al., 1992).

The chloroplast rplL16 intron varies considerably in length among species, from 536bp in Marchantia polymorpha (Shimada and Sugiuira, 1991) to 1 400 bp in S. punctata (Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot, 1986). Among the duckweed species examined in this research, large variations (up to 300 bp) in the length of rplL16 intron were observed (Fig. 2) in an area of the intron outside the sequenced region (PCR1). Together with the comparative and functional studies on group II introns in general, these length variations in the chloroplast rplL16 intron suggest a low level of functional constraint in this region.

Interspecific comparisons of cpDNA sequences (i.e., Oryza sativa, Zea mays, or Nicotiana tabacum compared to S. punctata), show the rplL16 intron to have such a high rate of evolution that sequences cannot be aligned with confidence at this level of species divergence, in contrast to other coding and noncoding areas of the chloroplast genome (W. C. Jordan, unpublished data; Wolfe, Li, and Sharp, 1987). The difficulties in aligning rplL6 intron sequences preclude the calculation of measures of sequence divergence and formal comparison of levels and rates of divergence with other chloroplast and nuclear genes. Nonetheless, they do indicate relatively high rates of sequence evolution at the rplL6 intron.

When the sequence published by Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986) is compared with those of our samples, notable differences emerge (Fig. 2). The sequences for both S. punctata and L. minor are reasonably similar to those for S. oligorhiza in the 20–30 bases immediately downstream of the forward primer (F71). However, the next 100 bases (positions 125–220) indicate relatively close similarity between S. punctata and L. minor but a notable lack of similarity between either of these species and S. oligorhiza. The divergence between the S. punctata sequence in the current study and the S. oligorhiza sequence published by Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986), coupled with the lack of observed variation in S. punctata, may be explained by putative differences between the S. oligorhiza genotype and the limited genotype(s) of S. punctata founder(s) in North America. However, these results, coupled with the similarity of L. minor and S. punctata in positions 125–220, are more difficult to explain on this basis alone. Further systematic analysis with rplL16 may of course shed light on these patterns; however, one possible explanation is that the founders of North American populations of L. minor and S. punctata possessed chloroplast genomes closer to that of the common ancestor of Lemna and Spirodela than the S. oligorhiza examined by Posno, Van Vliet, and Groot (1986).

When the sequences of the L. minor and S. punctata samples obtained in this research are aligned, differences at many sites are apparent, resulting in an 11–12% sequence divergence: a level of divergence reported between some plant orders at the chloroplast rbcL locus (Palmer et al., 1988). Under a neutral model of molecular evolution (Kimura, 1983), this level of divergence implies either a very high mutation rate in this region, or an improbably ancient evolutionary separation of these species.

There is evidence of intraspecific variation within L. minor, with the two haplotypes reported here differing by at least seven mutations over the =300bp examined. The pattern of polymorphism in L. minor does not fit a neutral mutation model (Tajima, 1989, 1993) and suggests that haplotypes, intermediate in state between those observed, may have been lost from the species, or were not detected at this level of sampling. As pointed out by Tajima (1993), a range of possible deviations from the assumptions of the neutral mutation model can cause values of D to significantly differ from zero: these include population subdivision, changes in population size, and selection.

Alternatively, the extent of the differences between haplotypes may result from introgression of a chloroplast genome from another species as a result of hybridization and backcrossing. Introgression of this type has been observed in a number of plant taxa (Rieseberg and Brunsfeld, 1992). While some duckweed species are hypothesized to have a hybrid origin (e.g., L. japonica Landolt from hybridization between L. minor and L. turionifera) there are limited data presently available on the ability of duckweed species to hybridize, and on the viability and fertility of any possible hybrids (Landolt, 1986). The extremely low levels of flowering observed in duckweed species reduces, but does not entirely exclude, the possibilities for hybridization in this group (Landolt, 1986).

Alternate explanations of the results for L. minor would imply an even lower level of genetic diversity. For example, in the unlikely case that samples from Louisiana may have been misidentified, or may represent morphologically cryptic species, then chloroplast genetic diversity in L. minor would in fact be overestimated by this study, and a corrected estimate would take a value of zero for the geographic area sampled, excepting the sites in Louisiana.

Current levels and patterns of cpDNA variation might be expected to reflect the history of L. minor and S. punctata distributions. For S. punctata, which is believed to have been introduced into North America in the 1930s (Saeger, 1934), the absence of cpDNA variation may be due to low levels of genetic diversity in founding populations and to the relatively recent spread and subpopulation partition of the species in the area sampled. On the other hand, L. minor is considered endemic to North America (Landolt, 1986). Its range limits within the continent, however, are likely to have been dynamic, and the geographical distribution of cpDNA haplotypes reported here may reflect patterns of range contraction into, and expansion from glacial refugia, most recently in the Pleistocene (Pielou, 1991). By invoking a scenario in which the range of L. minor was reduced to two refugia, with loss of genetic diversity and divergence between the isolates due to lineage sorting (Neigel and Avise, 1986), the present-day lack of overall genetic diversity and the seemingly incongruent sequence divergence level of the two haplotypes might be explained simply. However, in
the absence of any fossil data, such an interpretation remains speculative.

Ongoing demographic processes may also affect levels of genetic diversity. Although census population sizes in duckweeds are often of the order of millions of individuals, the predominantly clonal mode of reproduction in these species causes effective population sizes to be much lower (Glidddon, Belhassen, and Gouyon, 1987): numerically large populations may consist of ramets of one or a few founding individuals (Barrett, Eckert, and Husband, 1993). Fluctuations in population size due to seasonal changes in environmental conditions (Landolt, 1986), competition (Clathworth and Harper, 1962; Keddy, 1976; McLraith, Robinson, and Shay, 1989; Gopal and Goel, 1993), or allelopathy (Gopal and Goel, 1993) may also act to increase genetic drift and decrease genetic variability in duckweeds. If these declines result in local extinctions in extreme cases, they may have important effects on the distribution of genetic variation in the species, depending on the mode of recolonization (Slatkin, 1977; Wade and McCauley, 1988; Whitlock and McCauley, 1990).

A further consequence of clonal reproduction for levels of genetic diversity is the complete linkage disequilibrium established between nuclear and cytoplasmic genomes. Nuclear–cytoplasmic disequilibria can arise in sexually reproducing species, but they decay over generations in all mating systems except complete selfing (Schnabel and Aasmussen, 1989). Complete linkage among chloroplast, mitochondrial, and nuclear genes increases the potential for "hitchhiking" effects, where selection at one locus can reduce genetic diversity at linked loci (Maynard Smith and Haigh, 1974; Kaplan, Hudson, and Langley, 1989; Maruyama and Birky, 1991). It has also been suggested that selection may act on clonal organisms to produce a single general-purpose genotype that is competitively superior across a range of environmental conditions (Baker, 1965; Lynch, 1984).

The relationship between levels and patterns of organelar and nuclear genetic variation in sexually reproducing species is complex, and depends on factors such as mutation rates, mode of inheritance of organelar DNA, sex ratio in populations and among migrants, and selection (Schnabel and Aasmussen, 1989; Birky, Fuerst, and Maruyama, 1989; Maruyama and Birky, 1991). For clonal organisms, where all genomes are transmitted together, levels and patterns of variation in nuclear and organelar genes might be expected to be more similar than in sexually reproducing species, even if the types of selection discussed above are not involved. This seems to be the case for S. puncata. In the geographical range covered in this study, where a single cpDNA clone was found, only one multilocus allozyme genotype was detected (Crawford and Landolt, 1993; D. J. Crawford, personal communication, Ohio State University); although other allozyme genotype was found at a site north of the area sampled here (i.e., Massachusetts).

The pattern of chloroplast DNA variation in L. minor, however, contrasts strikingly with the relatively high levels of inter- and intrapopulation variation reported for allozyme loci in this species (Vasseur, Aarssen, and Bennett, 1993). Vasseur, Aarssen, and Bennett (1993) found 157 multilocus genotypes in samples of L. minor along a 12-km transect in Ontario, Canada, with an average of 19.6 genotypes per population. It is possible that the estimates of nuclear genetic diversity are inflated by environmental and ontogenetic variation observed in allozyme expression in L. minor (Vasseur, Aarssen, and LeFebvre, 1991). However, as not all the loci reported as polymorphic display non-Mendelian variation it would be unlikely to account for all of the difference in genetic diversity between the two genomes. Higher mutation rate and larger effective population size for the nuclear genome could act to increase variation over that of the chloroplast genome, but sexual reproduction may also play a role. Although generally low rates of flowering have been reported for duckweeds, increased levels have been found under adverse environmental conditions (e.g., drought [Hicks, 1932] and nitrogen deficiency [Tanaka et al., 1991]). Under such conditions, if outcrossing is successful, the linkage of nuclear and chloroplast genes would be uncoupled (Schnabel and Aasmussen, 1989), creating the potential for different patterns of diversity in the two genomes.

While duckweeds have been the focus of laboratory studies for many years, relatively little information is available on the biology of natural populations. Fluctuations in the size of natural populations are known to occur, and single- and mixed-culture experiments have provided a great deal of insight into factors affecting such fluctuations, but quantitative data on their extent are missing from the literature. Similarly, a variety of factors are known to influence flowering, and therefore mating system in duckweeds, but there are few data available on mating systems in natural populations. Data of this type are essential for understanding the relative importance of factors influencing levels of cpDNA variability and the relationship between cytoplasmic and nuclear genetic diversity. Because of their ecological vagility, facultatively sexual reproduction, ample biotic potential, wide geographic distribution, and relative ease of laboratory maintenance and manipulation, duckweeds potentially present a highly suitable model with which to examine this relationship, as well as a wide range of evolutionarily interesting questions.
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